
           

The case of 
the sick students 

This math mystery will take some serious sleuthing to 

solve. You will need to multiply decimals, and convert percentages to decimals. Good 

luck sleuths! 

BACteria and viRUS have been at it again! They have been making a lot of students sick. Use logical 
reasoning to figure out how these two nasty germs have been making so many students sick! 
 
On Sunday, BACteria and viRUS were hard at work making kids sick. In fact, they made 12 more kids sick 
than they did on Monday. On Tuesday, there were a lot of kids who forgot to wash their hands and BACteria 
and viRUS made 15 of them sick. On Wednesday they made one more kid sick than they did on Sunday. On 
Thursday, they made the same number sick as Tuesday. Someone must have been washing their hands, 
because BACteria and viRUS made five fewer kids sick on Monday than Tuesday. On Saturday, they made 
one more kid sick than they did on Friday. The grand total of kids that Bac and Rus infected was 152! 
 
Chart the number of kids that BACteria and viRUS made sick each day. 
 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
 
 

      

 
Answer each question with a complete sentence. 
 

1. What information did you use to figure out how many kids BACteria and viRUS made sick on Friday 
and Saturday? 
 
 

 
2. For two days, lots of students forgot to wash their hands. Which two days do you think this was? 
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The Case of the Sick Students 

 ANSWER KEY 

BACteria and viRUS have been at it again! They have been making a lot of students sick. Use logical 
reasoning to figure out how these two nasty germs have been making so many students sick! 
 
On Sunday, BACteria and viRUS were hard at work making kids sick. In fact, they made 12 more kids sick 
than they did on Monday. On Tuesday, there were a lot of kids who forgot to wash their hands and BACteria 
and viRUS made 15 of them sick. On Wednesday they made one more kid sick than they did on Sunday. On 
Thursday, they made the same number sick as Tuesday. Someone must have been washing their hands, 
because BACteria and viRUS made five fewer kids sick on Monday than Tuesday. On Saturday, they made 
one more kid sick than they did on Friday. The grand total of kids that Bac and Rus infected was 152! 
 
Chart the number of kids that BACteria and viRUS made sick each day. 
 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
 

22 
 

10 
 

15 
 

23 
 

15 
 

33 
 

34 

 
Answer each question with a complete sentence. 
 

1. What information did you use to figure out how many kids BACteria and viRUS made sick on Friday 
and Saturday? (ANSWERS WILL VARY STUDENT TO STUDENT) 

 
3. For two days, lots of students forgot to wash their hands. Which two days do you think it was? 
      (FRIDAY and SATURDAY) 


